An effective method based on GMM is proposed in this paper for speech emotional recognition; a compensation transformation is introduced in the recognition stage to reduce the influence of variations in speech characteristics and noise. The extraction of emotional features includes the globe feature, time series structure feature, LPCC, MFCC and PLP. Five human emotions (happiness, angry, surprise, sadness and neutral) are investigated. The result shows that it can increase the recognition ratio more than normal GMM; the method in this paper is effective and robust.
Introduction
One of the natural goals for research on speech signals is recognizing emotions of humans [Chen 1987; Oppenheim 1976; Cowie 2001] ; it has gained growing amounts of interest over the last 20 years. A study conducted by Shirasawa et al. showed that SER could be made by ICA and attain an 87% average recognition ratio [Shirasawa 1997; Shirasawa 1999] Many studies have been conducted to investigate neural networks for SER. Chang-Hyun Park tried to recognize sequentially inputted data using DRNN in 2003 [Park et al. 2003 ], Muhammad, W.
B. obtained about 79% recognition rate using GRNN [Bhatti et al. 2004] . Aishah Abdul Razak achieved an average recognition rate of 62.35% using combination MLP [Razak et al. 2005] .
Fuzzy rules are also introduced into SER such that an 84% rate has been achieved in recognizing anger and sadness [Austermann et al. 2005] . A number of studies in SER have also been done with the development of GMM/HMM [Rabiner 1989; Jiang et al. 2004; Lin et al. 2005] . However, in SER, the variations in speech characteristics, noise and individual differences always influence the recognition results. In addition, the methods above have always handled such problems in the preprocessing stage and have not been able to eliminate the influence effectively. Therefore, a valid solution has still not been proposed. In this paper a compensation transformation is introduced into an algorithm for GMM which operates in the recognition module. The experiments with five emotions (happiness, angry, neutral, surprise and sadness) show that the method in this paper is effective in emotional recognition.
Descriptions of Emotion and Selection of Emotion Speech Materials
Usually, emotions are classified into two main categories: basic emotions and derived emotions. Basic emotions, generally, can be found in all mammals. Derived emotions mean derivations from basic emotions. One viewpoint is that the basic emotions are composed by the basic mood. Due to different research backgrounds, different researchers have expressed different definitions of basic emotions. Some of the major definitions [Ortony et al. 1990 ] of the basic emotions are shown in Table 1 . 
Feature Extraction
The emotional features of speech signals are always represented as the change of speech rhythm [Shigenaga 1999; Muraka 1998 ]. For example, when a man is in a rage, his speech rate, volume and tone will all get higher. Some characteristics of phonemes can also reflect the change of emotions such as formant and the cross section of the vocal tract [Muraka 1998; Zhao et al. 2001] . As the emotional information of speech signals is more or less related to the meaning of the sentences, the distributing rules and construction characteristics should be attained by analyzing the relationship between emotional speech and neutral speech to avoid the effect caused by the meaning of the sentences.
The global features used in this paper are duration, mean pitch, maximum pitch, average different rate of pitch, average amplitude power, amplitude power dynamic range, average frequency of formant, average different rate of formant, mean slope of the regression line of the peak value of the formant and the average peak value of formant [Zhao et al. 2001; . The duration is the continuous time from start to end in each emotional sentence. It includes the silence, because these parts contribute to the emotion.
Duration ratio of emotional speech and neutral speech was used as the characteristic parameters for recognition. The frequency of pitch was obtained by calculating cepstrum.
Then the pitch-track was gained, and maximum pitch ( Formant was attained as follows [Zhao et al. 2001] . At first, LPC method was applied to calculate 14-order coefficients of linear prediction. Then, the coefficients were used to estimate the track's frequency of the formant by analyzing the frequency average ( 1 F ), frequency-changing rate ( 1 rate F ) of the first formant, the average and the average slope of recursive lines of the first four formants. The authors use the difference of 1 F , the last two parameters and the ratio of 1 rate F between the emotional and neutral speech as the characters in each frame.
The structural features of time series for the emotional sentences used in this paper is maximum value of the pitch in each vowel segment, amplitude power of the corresponding frame, maximum value of the amplitude energy in each vowel segment, pitch of the corresponding frame, duration of each vowel segment and mean value and rate of change of the first three formants. For these parameters, the ratio between the emotional and neutral speech was used as the recognition characters.
In addition to the above features, LPCC, PLP, MFCC are also taken into consideration for precise decision. 
Speech Emotion Recognition based on GMM
GMM can be described as follow: The GMM probability function of a speech signal with T frames 12 (,,,) T Xxxx = vvv L can be denoted as: 
According to the statistical characteristic of likelihood probability (LP) output by Gaussian Mixture Model, the likelihood probability with the best model is generally bigger than that of the other GMM, but due to the existence of variations in speech characteristics and noise, some frames' LP shows a best model that is smaller than that of the others, so the decision may be incorrect. In order to reduce this error recognition rate, some transformation should be introduced to compensate for the likelihood probability, that is, raise the probability with the best model and reduce the probability with the other models. Therefore, a nonlinear compensation transformation is proposed in this paper to solve this problem.
Compensation Transformation for GMM
The transformation must satisfy three conditions as follow:
1. The difference of the output probability in different time should be reduced, i.e. 
where , abconst = . Here set 0 a > :
From (7) ~ (8), it is obvious that the linear transformation cannot increase or reduce the LP of the output. The compensation could not be linear transformation, so a nonlinear compensation transformation is proposed; the detailed steps are described as follow:
1. Compute the probability of the t-th feature vector, where N is the number of the emotions, and T is the number of the frames.
3. Compute the output LP.
where 2~5 n = , 1 b > and b is always set close to 1.
4.
Introduce the compensation: compute the average probability with K former frames. 
In general, K also has an influence on output probability, here set 2~5 K = .
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Compared to (20), it can be seen that the LP with transformation is increased. 
Compared to (24), (27) has little effect in increasing or reducing probability, except according to the convention: If dd ==-, the first and third items in (26) are positive, the second item is far smaller than the first one.
Even if the second and the fourth items were negative, the output probability with the best modal would still be bigger than the one with other modals. 10 S is always bigger than 01 S , and a is small enough to ignore the fourth item. l is big, the compensation transformation can enlarge the distance between these two probabilities.
3. 1120 1 pp == , the analysis is similar to Derivation 2.
Experiment Results
In this paper, six people (three male and three female) have taken part in a recording test.
They read 27 sentences using five kinds of emotion (happiness, angry, neutral, surprise and sadness), every sentence was read three times, and 2430 sentences were taken as the experiment materials.
GMM with compensation and GMM without compensation are compared first. In the first experiment, globe features and structural features of the time series were utilized. The result is shown in Kna also can improve recognition rate. Here, the authors only selected a set of parameters to explain the effectiveness and robustness of the method. Due to the compensation for GMM, the probability of the output has been stabilized and 2 S D has been increased. Table 4 shows another experiment which compared three methods: KNN, NN [7] and compensated GMM (CGMM). Compared to KNN, the recognition rate of anger using CGMM increased 10.2%, sadness increased 17.5%, happiness increased 7.5%, and surprise increased 7.1%, while neutral decreased 1.7%. This decrease doesn 't effect the improvement of the whole recognition rate.
Compared to NN, the average recognition rate also has been increased about 9.7% using CGMM. The results indicate that CGMM also can improve some other methods to a certain degree.
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, a method based on GMM with compensation transformation is proposed. In speech emotion recognition, the variations in speech characteristics and noise always influence the recognition results. The common method to solve this problem is conventional preprocessing. As the method in this paper deals with this problem in the recognition stage, the likelihood probability of the output with different models has been increased or decreased to reduce these influences. According to a simple analysis, this compensation transformation can reduce this impact effectively, and the examination results also proved it has better emotion recognition rates. However, the recognition rate of happiness and surprise is still not ideal, and the test materials are too few to further experiments. In further research, the authors will extend the experiment sentences first, then do some studies, such as adding more types of noise and the consideration of gender.
